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123. Specifications for Measuring Quantities Excavated Under Water by Weight and Displacement. The following specification is taken from the U. S. Engineer Corps specifications for excavation in the James River, and they illustrate another method of determining amount of material excavated. In this case the soundings in the river are only used for determining when the excavation has been completed to the proper depth, and to prevent excavation beyond a limit of over-depth.
CLASSIFICATION.—Mud, sand, clay, and gravel, under the class ''Dearth excavation," will include those materials, however hard or compact they may be, the gravel to include pebbles up to three inches in diameter. "Cobble" will include stones up to three cubic feet. "Soft Rock" will include any rock in place which can be removed by dredges without blasting, although, for economy in removal, blasting is resorted to, and will include the disintegrated rock found for two or three miles below Richmond. "Solid Rock" will include rock which rings under the hammer, boulders measuring over three cubic feet, and other rock which, in the opinion of the Engineer officer in charge, can not be removed without blasting. When soft and solid rock occur together, in strata or otherwise, the amount of each will be ascertained by the inspector after the material is placed on lighters. Mixed classes of material must be separated by the contractor, at his expense, for measurement by displacement as the lighters are unloaded at the place of deposit.
UNCLASSIFIED ROCK.—In place of bidding on soft and solid rock separately, an alternate bid may be submitted for unclassified rock, which will include all material described in these specifications as rock, whether soft or solid. The bid will be for the ton of 2,000 pounds, and the weight will be ascertained by displacement, as hereinafter described. The bidder on this class will specify a price for exlra haul per ton of 2,000 pounds.
Should the bid for unclassified rock^ be accepted on any section, the price per ton will be stated in the contract in lieu of those for soft and solid rock. On such section the contractor must begin the excavation of areas known to be of solid rock in part, with other areas, as directed by the Engineer, and continue their excavation, or accept an equivalent reservation in tons, according to the relative cost of excavating soft and solid rock, to be determined by the Engineer, until such solid rock excavation is made.

